Doon School, Welham Girls’ dominate Badminton Tournament

By OUR STAFF REPORTER
DEHRADUN, 27 Nov: The Doon School Badminton Tournament 2017 concluded with stellar performances from all finalists in their respective categories.

In the Boys Under 14 doubles event, Dhruv Negi and Aahan Pathak emerged victorious, after defeating Nandan Soni and Abhishek Kashyap in a thrilling match. In the Boys Under 14 singles event, Dhruv Negi and Ansh Negi were the winner and runners up, respectively.

In the Girls Under 14 doubles event, Ananya Gupta and Manya Grover of Welham Girls’ School lost to Palak Monral and Ridhika Chamola of Summer Valley School. In the Girls under 14 singles event, Palak Monral conquered Ananya Gupta in an exciting match.

In the Boys Under 17 doubles event, Sparsh Garg and Mayank Kukreti claimed the gold medal after winning over Srigan Agrawal and Krish Aggarwal, in a close fought game. In the Boys Under 17 singles event, Dhruv Negi triumphed over Krish Aggarwal.


Overall, The Doon School grabbed the highest number of medals in the Boys’ events, while Welham Girls’ School did the same in the Girls’ events.

The vote of thanks was proposed by Kabir. Kochar, which addressed the support of the Headmaster, Matthew Raggett, the second-master, Philip Burrett, the Director of Sports, Arvindabha Shukla, Master-in-charge of Badminton Chandan Singh Ghughiyal, and the coach, Ranjeet Yadav. In making the tournament successful, immense effort was also put in by Captain Jehan Jhaveri, Kabir Kochar, Atreyi Guruprasad, Srigan Agrawal and Paawan Agarwal and the team.